ENERGYPOLIS EDUCATION
17. 11. 2015, 09:00 - 16:30, ENERGYPOLIS Sion, 4th floor, Emosson meeting room

Tube Fitting and Installation Safety Workshop

Pierre GUILLAUME
ARBOR Fluidtec AG, Loonstrasse 10; CH-5443 Niederrohrdorf

Learn the proper use, leak-tight installation and maintenance of Swagelok tube fittings. Correct installation is critical to run your fluid systems safely, efficiently and cost-effectively. This hands-on seminar is designed for engineers and installers.

In the morning, theoretical bases will be explained. Afternoon, a hands-on workshop with leak and resistance test will take place.

The workshop will be in English; the documents can be in French, German or English.

Price
280.- CHF per person.

ARBOR Fluidtec AG, Loonstrasse 10; CH-5443 Niederrohrdorf,
email: P.Guillaume@arborag.ch, URL: arbor.swagelok.com

Pierre Guillaume, Sales Engineer
Direkt   +41 56 485 61 76
Zentrale +41 56 485 61 61
Mobile   +41 79 678 83 29